Project Showcase
Majestic Suites
The Majestic Hotels Group’s newest offering opened in December 2020: the
boutique M Suites, located in historic North Adelaide, only a few minutes from
Adelaide City’s beating heart. With its striking sandstone façade, it seamlessly
integrates into the heritage conservation zone in which it sits.
The South Australian family-owned and operated Majestic Hotels is synonymous
with quality, and the M Suites is no exception. The carefully curated artworks
scattered throughout reflect the beauty and diversity of what South Australia has
to offer.

Product Used

Terrazzo Tile Black Series
- Vecchia Scuola

The M Suites sits within a beautiful Best Bricks & Pavers tiled terrazzo surround
that perfectly complements its spectacular vertical garden, and gives the Hotel a
spacious, luxe vibe.

Best’s Vecchia Scuola Black Series
Terrazzo Tiles were used exclusively
for the Hotel’s surround, outdoor and
garden areas. Best’s Landscape &
Services team worked with the project’s
builders, Catcorp Group, to supply and
lay the Terrazzo Tiles. Best’s end-to-end
Supply and Lay service offers customers
peace of mind that their pavers will
be laid correctly, with high quality
workmanship.
Terrazzo Tiles are a stunning feature
for both indoor and outdoor areas.
Best’s Terrazzo Tiles feature granite,
marble and other coloured stones set
into the tile’s surface which is then
polished to reveal an exquisite finish.
Best laid these Terrazzo Tiles using two
installation methods: traditional dry lay

(bedding sand on rubble) around the
hotel’s front and sides, and dry lay on
bedding sand on a concrete slab at
the rear. Access to the rear areas was
via the Hotel interior, adding to the
job’s complexities. Best ensured the
floors and door tracks were protected
by covering the entire floor with timber
planks throughout the lay.
With the M Suites’ panoramic views,
fittings of the highest quality and
magnificently paved and planted
outdoor relaxation spaces, this
luxurious hidden sanctuary will surely
become a must-stay for any visitor
to Adelaide.
To view Best’s complete range of
Terrazzo Tiles and the variety of colours
and finishes on offer, click here.

Best Bricks & Pavers, 255-259 Cormack Road, Wingfield SA 5013
www.bestbrickspavers.com.au

Finish:

Black Series
(shot-blast)

Size:

400x400x40
400x400x60

Architect:

John
Diekman
Architects

Builder:

Catcorp
Group

Service type:

Best Supply
& Lay

Slip resistance
rating:

P5

Area:

1232m2

Please note a sealant was applied
by the client post lay for additional
protection. The images taken appear
darker than the swatch above.
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